MANIFESTO

I, RITU PANNA SAMANTHARAY [1600400046], if elected as the MUSIC SECRETARY OF HOSTEL 10, will put my best efforts to promote music culture in hostel and support the council to the best of my ability. I propose to do the following:

MUSIC GC(Goonj):

- Will ensure proper publicity of the GC through posters, facebook and google group.
- Google forms will be made online so that interested people can fill up their details, genre and time slots of their availability for practice.
- Will ensure proper auditions.
- Will be personally present during the practice sessions.
- Will ensure that the rules of the GC are properly conveyed and adhered to.
- Will make everyone among the band aware of the penalties and band photo shoot within time.

FRESHIEZZA:

- Will ensure maximum participation from HOSTEL 10.
- Will mentor and motivate the freshies to take part actively in Fresie Idol and Band Competition.

INITIATIVES AND FOLLOW UPS:

- Will keep the Music Room well equipped and keep track of the instruments, speakers, amplifiers. Will try to make the Biometric Entry System work properly so that the room remains open 24*7 and enthusiasts can pursue music.
- Will coordinate with the Web council to install a Wifi router in the Music Room.
- Will conduct guitar and drums workshops for beginners instructed by institute level instrumentalists and hostel senior.
- Will organize Karaoke Nite as an informal event with the help of council during Hostel Fest.

**AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:**

- I will cooperate with the other secretaries and the entire council to make an efficient team during hostel events.
- I will extend my full support during valfi, hostel festival and PAF.
- With the support of other secretaries, I will make extensive Cultural database.

**CREDENTIALS:**

- Was adjudged 2\textsuperscript{nd} in Freshie Idol 2k16.
- Learning Indian Classical Music for the past 14 years and successfully cleared 4 exams with distinction.
- Was in Top 54 in Zee T.V. Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Lil champs in the year 2011.
- Was part of a reality show aired on Aakash Bangla in the year 2011.